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Mcdodo PN-8921 Stylus Pen for iPad (white)

Capacitive stylus / stylus / pen Mcdodo PN-8921 for Apple iPad (white).
The Mcdodo PN-8921 stylus is designed for iPad users who value precision, convenience and innovation. Equipped with Palm Rejection, it
allows you to freely use the stylus even when your hand touches the screen, which significantly increases the comfort of your work. With
its sleek white casing, the stylus is not only a working tool, but also a stylish addition to your iPad.
 
Technology at the highest level
The PN-8921 features an advanced pressure sensing system that perfectly replicates the true behavior of a pencil  on a page, offering
users  a  natural  drawing  or  writing  experience.  With  built-in  tilt  sensors,  the  stylus  accurately  captures  every  movement,  providing
exceptional accuracy and smooth lines, which is invaluable when creating sketches or notes.
 
Magnetic attachment and wireless charging
The Mcdodo PN-8921 stylus is equipped with magnets, so it easily and securely attaches to the edge of the iPad, which not only makes it
easy to store, but also initiates the wireless charging process. This convenient solution allows you to quickly check the battery status and
ensures that the stylus is always ready for use.
 
Long working time and durable tip
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The stylus's  capacious  battery  guarantees  up  to  7  hours  of  uninterrupted use  on  a  single  charge,  which  means  you can enjoy  all  the
functions  of  the  stylus  all  day  long  without  the  need  to  charge  it  frequently.  The  improved  silicone  tip  is  extremely  durable  and
abrasion-resistant, providing more than a year of use. If you need to replace it, the process is quick and convenient.
 
Features to make your work easier
The Mcdodo PN-8921 also offers a quick screenshot function, allowing users to conveniently take screenshots with an automatic editor
launch. This is a practical tool that makes it much easier to capture and edit content directly on the device.
 
Kit contents:
1 x Mcdodo Stylus Pen 2
2 x Extra tip
1 x Wireless charger
1 x User manual
1 x Packaging
	Manufacturer
	McDodo
	Model
	PN-8921
	Compatibility
	iPad  2018  Gen.6,  iPad  2019  Gen.7,  iPad  2020  Gen.8,  iPad  2021  Gen.9,  iPad  2022  Gen.10,  iPad  Mini  Gen.5,  iPad  Mini  Gen.6,  iPad  Air
Gen.3, iPad Air Gen.4, iPad Air Gen.5, iPad Pro 11' Gen.1, iPad Pro 11' Gen.2, iPad Pro 11' Gen.3, iPad Pro 11' Gen.4, iPad Pro 12.9' Gen.3,
iPad Pro 12.9' Gen.4, iPad Pro 12.9' Gen.5, iPad Pro 12.9' Gen.6.
	Length
	140mm
	Diameter
	9.6mm
	Battery capacity 
	90mAh
	Input
	5V-1C
	Expected battery life
	Approximately 10 hours
	Output
	DC 1-1.5V
	Weight
	15 g
	Standard 
	Micro USB 7 hours of continuous operation
	Standby time
	365 days

Price:

€ 35.50
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